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Abstract— Every time information is transmitted from an
ATM or any other machine to the host the secret key also ac-
companies the data. If we can clearly differentiate the trans-
actions occurring each time, then by analyzing the data we
can get to the secret key that is being used.The attack will
have to be divided into first finding what type of transaction
information is being transmitted then we can concentrate on
deciphering the secret key.Various power analysis are being
carried out extensively with the best available hardware and
success is being achieved. An attempt will also be made to
develop an algorithm which will keep the link busy so that
the attacker won’t be able to differentiate the actual data
from the bits flowing.

I. Introduction

The attacks on cryptographic systems often rely on the
weak points of that system. There can be one or more
weak points to a given system. The system often has a
secret key and a public key. So the attacks are based on
either of the one. And also the attacks are broken down
into stages. The implementation of an algorithm in real life
also draws out its flaws, which would have been difficult to
zero in otherwise. Power analysis, fault insertion, and tim-
ing attacks are some of those. A few of these attacks are
Differential Power Analysis, Simple Power Analysis and In-
ferential Power Analysis. Here power analysis implies that
the modern devices, which are made of silicon for the tran-
sistors leak electromagnetic radiation, which can be ana-
lyzed to decipher the secret information. To find out the
power consumed a resistance may be placed in the circuit
and the value of the voltage across the resistance along
with the value of the resistance can give us the power con-
sumption.[1] Some of these attacks rely on the knowledge
of the cipher text or the output data or the public key or
the power consumed or the knowledge of the encryption al-
gorithm not the particular implementation) by the system.
Countermeasures have been implemented like smart cards
carrying their own power source, different implementations
of the security algorithm The goal of the paper is to present
a new attack to the DES algorithm and also suggest a few
measures to prevent the same. The paper first describes
briefly the different methods that are popular nowadays in
section 1 and in section 2 DPA in section 3 the SPA and
ways to resist this attack and IPA in section 4 and my idea
in section 5 and finally its implementation in section 6.
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II. Differential Power Analysis

This attack relies on statistical analysis and error cor-
rection techniques to extract information related to secret
keys. Some differentials on two sets of average consump-
tion are computed and if an unusual phenomenon occurs
then the key bits can be found out.[1] The unusual phe-
nomenon can be because the data values are being ma-
nipulated. But here statistical functions can be used to
target the algorithm. Naive implementations against can
be attacked by high order DPA. Thus during the computa-
tion the attacker can get information other than the input
and the output. The signals leaking from asymmetric op-
erations are much stronger than those during symmetric
operations as the multiplication operations are relatively
complex operations.

Figure 1: Power Consumption of Smart card

So implementing effective countermeasures against DPA
can be challenging task. DPA spots correlation between
the data being manipulated and the side channel imple-
mentation.[2]The specialty of the DPA attack is that it
can find out the secret key of a public algorithm without
knowing anything about that particular implementation.
DPA can be used to break implementation of any symmet-
ric or asymmetric algorithm. The basic principle of DPA is
that the probability distribution of the power consumption
given that a certain event occurs can be distinguished from
the average probability distribution.[3]The attack is done
as follows:

A. DPA Implementation for Data Encryption standard:

One of the most common attack by power analysis is
the DPA attack against DES. The interesting aspect here
is that this attack is based on the following assumption.
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On average the consumption of the card computing with
values x such as xi = 02 can be distinguished from the
consumption where xi = 1.To perform DPA, different
power consumption curves of the device must be first col-
lected.[4]DES executes in 16 steps.

Figure 2: 16 rounds of DES

In each step transformation F is performed on 32 bits. F
uses eight non-linear transformations (S boxes) from 6 to
4 bits.[4]
Step1: Measure input values and consumption values for
1000 DES computations. Also find the mean curves MC
for these 1000 values.
Step2: Assume b is the value of the first output bit of the
first S box. It depends on 6 secret key bits. A guess is
made about these 6 bits and the expected output bits are
calculated. Then the input data are separated into two
categories, giving b = 0 and b = 1.
Step3: Then the mean MC’ corresponding to the input for
b= 0 is traced. If MC and MC’ show a perceivable differ-
ence then the chosen values for the 6 bits are considered
correct. Otherwise Step 2 is repeated for a new set of 6
bits.
Step4: With target b in the second S box the Steps 2 and
3 are repeated until the eighth S box.
Step5: The last 8 bits are found by exhaustive search.

The DPA attack does not require knowledge of position
of instructions nor the position of each instruction. This
attack is based on the assumption that there is an inter-
mediate variable for which knowing a few key bits allows
to decide whether two inputs will give the same output or
not.

B. Preventing DPA:

The algorithm can be reinforced by introducing random
shifts so that computed means do not match with the
consumption of that instruction or by replacing some of
the critical instructions by different assembler instructions
whose consumption traces are difficult to analyze or giving
an explicit way for computing the algorithm so that DPA
is not effective on that implementation.[4] Also wide usage
of modulus exponent modification processes in public key
schemes can be used to prevent attackers from accumulat-
ing data across large number of operations. It should also
be possible to remove any cover-ups that are just facial
while testing so that the actual algorithm can be put to
the test. Using constant execution path code or choosing
operations that will leak lesser information and, of course
physical shielding of the devices can also reduce the sig-
nal size thereby reducing the chances of intrusion. Finally

the design assumptions have to be verified so that they are
binding to the physical characteristics of the actual device.

III. SIMPLE POWER ANALYSIS

This attack is much more straightforward than DPA.
What happens in this attack is that the attacker makes
use of some quantity measurable at the outside of a cryp-
tographic device to detect instruction being executed inside
it.In this from the values of the consumption the particular
instruction that is being executed is found and the values
for the corresponding inputs and outputs are guessed to
find the secret key.[4] SPA can yield information about the
device’s operation as well as the key. Typically the measur-
able quantity is the power consumption or radiation.[1] A
trace is measurements made across the cryptographic con-
sumption. As higher resolution trace for SPA are viewed
small variations between rounds can be viewed. These
small variations are caused by conditional jumps based
on key bits and computational intermediates. These dif-
ferences in the higher resolution traces are as a result of
different power consumptions for different microprocessor
instructions. Thus the SPA can reveal sequence of instruc-
tions executed and so it can be used to break cryptographic
implementations in which execution path depends on the
data being processed.

A. Preventing SPA:

Constant execution path code for micro code, which has
large operand dependent power consumption features, can
be vulnerable to SPA. The other method is to avoid proce-
dures that use secret key or intermediates for conditional
branching operations, which will mask SPA characteristics.
Another effective way to protect against this type of attack
is to program the cipher as a fixed sequence of instructions.
This also means a constant execution time effectively seal-
ing up the timing leak.[1] Also most hard wired implemen-
tations of symmetric cryptographic algorithms have small
power consumption variations for which SPA can not yield
keys.

IV. INFERENTIAL POWER ANALYSIS

This attack is also based on power analysis. This is done
in two steps : profiling stage and key extraction stage.
The profiling stage involves comparisons of repeated parts
of a selected cryptographic operation. This comparison
can be done on a single cryptographic module requiring
many measured operations, which will result in a profile
that can be used to extract keys from other modules. This
attack also does not require the knowledge of the inputs
or outputs. This attack enables to extract keys from other
modules after a attack on just one of the modules. Lately
cards are being provided with both the supply and the pro-
cessing ability to process the secret key, so that the key is
never exposed to the outside world. But if the cardholder
wants to know the secret key then he can either subject the
card to unusual conditions like out of range supply voltage,
clock frequency, extreme temperatures to induce errors or
physically dissect the card and reset the protection bits
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or directly read the electrical signals that travel between
the processor and the data bus. The cardholder can also
measure the currents, voltages or the execution times and
find a correlation to the actual secret key. The current
drawn by the card gives lots of revealing information. If
the smart card uses a hardware implementation for modu-
lar exponentiation algorithm, the current consumptions for
the squaring and other operations are different and can be
used to trace the actual implementation of the algorithm.
Implementation:
Here a large number of executions of the cryptographic al-
gorithm are caused and with different plaintexts and the
amount of power consumed for each step is recorded. The
assumption is made that the algorithm does not have im-
plementations in it to prevent power attacks and that the
execution of the algorithm is deterministic function of the
plaintext and key.[5]

A. Profiling stage:

This stage locates and identifies the key bits as they are
used. Here the card is made to execute the algorithm a
large number of times and it is assumed that the execu-
tions are all with the same key but different plaintexts.
Then the traces are averaged to remove the effects of the
varying data bits while keeping the effects of the constant
key bits. This is done after all the traces are aligned. The
result is a single average trace containing the power con-
sumed during the execution. If there are n rounds and Ki

is the sub key used in round i. The repeating structures
are generated using the same source code being executed
over and over. The average trace is chopped in to rounds
to obtain traces R1,R2..Rn. then these are averaged to ob-
tain a single super average. Next the differences are taken
between each rounds R1,R2..Rn with the super average R
to obtain the round i difference trace. Then these differ-
ence traces are squared and averaged to obtain the peaks
that reveal the key bit location. As we know the algorithm
we know the number of key bits in use.

B. Key bit identification:

In DES the key identification is difficult as the sub key
consists of 48 bits used as inputs to 8 S boxes. The op-
erations of the S boxes do not depend on each other in a
round so all 8! orderings of the S boxes are possible. Also
the 6 key bits loaded in an S box do not have to be in order.
After the key identification the next step is key scheduling,
which specifies the pattern of in which individual key bits
move from one S box position to another in consecutive
rounds. Then finally there is the table of locations and
also the corresponding key bit identity.

C. Fast Key extraction:

The bits obtained from profiling depend only on the soft-
ware implementation and not on the key that was used.[5]
So the table will be valid for other implementations of the
same software running on same hardware and so the key
bits can be easily found for any such instance. To do the

key extraction from a new instance of the same implemen-
tation a single power trace is needed and it is chopped into
rounds and then measuring the power consumed at the lo-
cations specified by the table.

D. Advantages and Defenses:

IPA does not need the knowledge of either the plain text
or the cipher text. It can look at any part of the algo-
rithm, which can be useful where some implementations
are done at some part of the algorithm. Also IPA has the
ability of fast key extraction after a lengthy profiling stage,
thereby making it feasible in the long term.[5] The IPA
can be avoided by not handling the key bits one at a time.
Also the execution of the codes and the representation of
the data have to be randomized and by limiting the num-
ber of times the key can be used without confirmation of
legitimacy. The addition of noise prevents key extraction
from a captured trace and limit on the key probes will also
discourage attacks.

V. The Big Idea

This attack is based on the comparison of the repeated
parts of an algorithm. When the smart card is swiped
through the card reader it gives the secret key stored in
the card and the reader identification number to the chip
in the smart card. This attack is being tested on the DES
algorithm because of its wide usage. In each of the 16
rounds of the DES it uses 8 S boxes, which take as input 6
bits. This attack needs the knowledge of the input unlike
DPA. The figure shows (like DPA pg 3) the differences in
the power consumption for different instruction execution.
Besides the instruction set being used by that processor in
the smart card also largely influences the power consump-
tion curves. The curves are finally aligned and averaged to
get a final waveform, which will clearly show the sixteen
peaks depicting the 16 cycles in the DES execution.

VI. The Combinational attacks

First I will put down the assumptions for this deadly at-
tack. It assumes that the attacker knows the input values
and that the smart card uses the DES cryptographic algo-
rithm. The knowledge of the secret key would far shorten
the attackers job. Besides the algorithm has to be imple-
mented in the normal fashion without any application spe-
cific modifications in it. If any modifications were made to
the algorithm then another Combinational attack can work
on it, but the limit of space here forces me to restrict my
explanation. The attack needs that the user repeatedly en-
ters the input data. This can be achieved by introducing a
thin, clear and rigid plastic sleeve on the card reader. What
this simple idea does is that the card reader can’t read the
card and would repeatedly ask the user to enter the pin
number. This way the smart card also has to execute its
cryptographic algorithm repeatedly. While this is taking
place we need to take continuous waveforms of the power
consumption by the hardware. Here I say power because
for the same resistance if the voltage change then there has
to be a corresponding change to the current through the
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resistor and this changing current across the resistor cause
power dissipation.
After achieving all the waveforms they are aligned and then
averaged together to remove the effect of any noise and to
also remove the effects of varying data bits. The waveforms
are each squared and then added to each other. What this
does is it takes care of the varying data bits and only al-
lows the effect of the constant bit to remain. The number
of waveforms that have been added then divides the final
waveform and a square root of this final waveform is taken.
This final waveform very clearly shows the 16 peaks de-
picting the sixteen rounds of the DES algorithm. These
highs may represent either the load or store operation or a
branch operation or a jump execution or a modular multi-
plication.
The next step is to locate the key bits in the waveforms
and their values. The DES algorithm uses 8 S boxes and 6
key bits for the calculation of the secret key bits. We take
a single bit of the waveform and then try and conjecture on
the bits involved. This way we have 64 waveforms for the
26 bits of the secret key. Each of the 64 waves is squared
and then all of these are added to each other. This final
waveform is then averaged and then the square root value
of this composite waveform is calculated. This procedure
is repeated for all the 8 S boxes. What is finally achieved
is 48 bits of the DES secret key. The knowledge of the in-
struction set of the smart chip will far simplify the decoding
of the waveforms as we will clearly know the particular in-
struction being executed and thereby we can decipher the
steps in the cryptographic algorithm. This is because as
the card is inserted into he reader the reader is powered up
and sets up the card to receive software commands.

A. Securing against Combinational algorithm:

There are very few methods against this attack. Among
them I can state is minimizing the instruction set, as this
will give similar waveform for most of the operations, which
will be difficult to decipher. Another way is to use smart
card with detached power supply.

Figure 3: Smart card with detached power supply

Figure 4: Power Consumption

[6]Introducing variations in the execution of the algo-
rithm. Also introducing random shifts in the frequency
with which key is used will cause unknown periods in the
output waveforms. The simple way of avoiding the sleeve
in the card reader is to run your finger along the card slot
before you put your card in. The sleeve has a couple of tiny
prongs that the attacker needs to get the sleeve out of the
slot, and you will be able to feel them. Another method of
fooling the attacker will be to overwhelm the reader with
dummy data so that the attacker will not be able to differ-
entiate between the actual execution of the algorithm and
this dummy data.

VII. Conclusions

I have concluded that the Combinational attack is much
faster

Time To Crack Time To Crack
56-bit DES 1024-bit RSA

Combinational Attack 4.18 µs 0.128ms
DPA 5.57 µs 0.14 ms
IPA 6.03 µs 0.153ms

Table 1:Smart Card Market by Industry(Millions of Units).

than the other algorithms that have been presented here
and the industry should also take into consideration the
Combinational attack procedure before devising any new
counter attack methods.
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